REMANUFACTURED COMPRESSORS

High performance
without high prices.

One Brand Fits All.

CMP Corporation is making remanufactured OEM-quality
compressors more economical. We’ve perfected an exclusive
re-engineering process that replicates the performance of freshfrom-the-factory compressors, but without the OEM price.
CMP has been making superior compressor parts for 50 years,
all designed and tested to meet the strictest industry standards.
By using new CMP parts to replace
and upgrade worn components,
we can create reliable, highquality, re-engineered units
very cost-effectively. CMP’s
remanufactured versions of
popular compressors also
include the longest warranties
on the market.

Unique Capabilities
n

 MP has more than 160,000 square
C
feet of in-house manufacturing, with
total quality control and unmatched
expertise in crafting parts to meet
the highest industry benchmarks.

n


Our
remanufactured compressors
represent the quality CMP is famous
for, with performance backed by the
industry’s best service and support.

n

CMP is equipped to custom-make
replacement parts for challenging
applications.

REMANUFACTURED COMPRESSORS

CMP handles remanufacturing just like our parts:
with quality, speed and performance.
CMP’s economical, OEM-quality remanufactured compressors meet a wide variety of customer needs and uses. We offer
reciprocating and screw compressors for air conditioning and refrigeration applications, all built to your exact specifications.

Quality
After so many years of manufacturing the industry’s best compressor parts,
CMP knows what it takes to produce the highest-quality equipment possible.
Most of the parts for our remanufactured compressors are carefully made
right on-site in our facility.

Speed
Our short-block manufacturing cell is designed to respond to any unique
customer demand with unmatched speed and efficiency. We stock
fewer compressors in a finished state, but when you tell us the particular
configuration you want, we complete a build to your exact specifications,
many times in a matter of hours. We can provide a customized screw unit in
as little as a day, while it often takes the OEM six weeks.

Online
CMP Configurator
Use our configuration
application to build and order
remanufactured compressors
quickly and efficiently.
Go to cmpcorp.com/
compressors and follow the
links for any brand or model to
the Compressor Configurator.

Performance
To help assure you of exceptional quality and reliability, all CMP re-engineered compressors are thoroughly tested under
pressure before leaving the building. Then they’re shipped with paperwork that shows the readings from the testing, so
you can see for yourself how the compressor functioned. For added peace of mind, your compressor’s two-year standard
warranty means we’ll replace the unit quickly if necessary.
To maximize productivity and performance of your cooling equipment – and enhance your profitability at the same time –
talk to CMP Corporation about more affordable, high-quality, remanufactured compressors.

CMP offers re-engineered versions of many
popular compressors, including:
n

06T

06N
06D

 arrier/Carlyle
C
– 05T, 06T, 06N, 06D, 06E, 5H40 - 126

n

Copeland 3D, 4D, 4R, 6D, 6R, 9R

n

Thermo-King – X430
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